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Abstract

Internet users have suffered collateral damage in tussles over paid peering between large ISPs
and large content providers. Peering between two networks may be either settlement-free
or paid. Paid peering is a relationship where two networks exchange traffic with payment,
which provides direct access to each other’s customers without having to pay a third party
to carry that traffic for them. On the other hand, two networks will agree to settlement-free
peering if this arrangement is superior for both parties compared to alternative arrangements
including paid peering or transit. The conventional wisdom is that two networks agree to
settlement-free peering if they receive an approximately equal value from the arrangement.
In order to qualify for settlement-free peering, large Internet Service Providers (ISPs) require
that peers meet certain requirements. However, the academic literature has not yet shown
the relationship between these settlement-free peering requirements and the value to each
interconnecting network.

We first consider the effect of paid peering on broadband prices. We adopt a two-
sided market model in which an ISP maximizes profit by setting broadband prices and a
paid peering price. We model two broadband plans: a basic plan and a premium plan for
consumers with significant incremental utility from video streaming. Our result shows that
paid peering fees reduce the premium plan price, and increase the video streaming price and
the total price for premium tier customers who subscribe to video streaming services. ISP
profit increases but video streaming profit decreases as an ISP moves from settlement-free
peering to paid peering price.

We next consider the effect of paid peering on consumer surplus. We simulate a regulated
market in which a regulatory agency determines the maximum paid peering fee (if any) to
maximize consumer surplus, an ISP sets its broadband prices to maximize profit. We find
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that consumer surplus is a uni-modal function of the paid peering fee. The paid peering
fee that maximizes consumer surplus depends on elasticities of demand for broadband and
for video streaming. However, it does not follow that settlement-free peering is always
the policy that maximizes consumer surplus. The peering price depends critically on the
incremental ISP cost per video streaming subscriber; at different costs, it can be negative,
zero, or positive.

Last, we construct a network cost model to analyze the effect of the number and location
of interconnection points, routing policy, and content replication on the incremental ISP cost
per video streaming subscriber. We show that the traffic-sensitive network cost decreases as
the number of interconnection points increases, but with decreasing returns. Interconnecting
at 6 to 8 interconnection points is rational, and requiring interconnection at more than 8
points is of little value. We show that if the content delivery network (CDN) delivers traffic to
the ISP locally, then a requirement to interconnect at a minimum number of interconnection
points is rational. We also show that if the CDN delivers traffic using hot potato routing,
the ISP is unlikely to perceive sufficient value to offer settlement-free peering.

Keywords: Broadband, Regulation, Net Neutrality, Two-sided Model, Internet
Interconnection, Paid Peering

1. Introduction

We focus on peering. Historically, peering was principally used by Tier 1 networks.
Peering may be either paid (i.e., one interconnecting network pays the other) or settlement-
free (i.e., without payment). The conventional wisdom is that two Tier 1 networks agree to
settlement-free peering if and only if the two networks perceive a roughly equal exchange of
value from the peering arrangement. For example, if two Tier 1 networks are both ISPs with
similar numbers of customers and similar size backbones, then they may perceive a roughly
equal value from the exchange of traffic with destinations in their customer cones. Large
ISPs often require that peers meet certain requirements, including a specified minimum
number of interconnection points, a traffic ratio less than 2:1, and symmetric routing. The
conventional wisdom is that these requirements are related to the perception of roughly
equal value, but the academic literature has not yet established such a relationship.

It is no longer clear who should pay whom and how much for interconnection between
Internet Service Providers (ISPs) and content providers. Large ISPs claim that large content
providers are imposing a cost on ISPs by sending large amounts of traffic to their customers.
ISPs claim that it is more fair that content providers pay for this cost than consumers,
because then this cost will be paid only by those consumers with high usage. In contrast,
large content providers (including CDNs) claim that when they interconnect with ISPs at
interconnection points (IXPs) close to consumers, they are already covering the costs of
carrying traffic through the core network, and that consumers are already covering the costs
of carrying traffic through the ISP’s access network. These disputes between large ISPs and
large content providers have recurred often during the last 10 years. When not resolved,
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large ISPs have often refused to increase capacity at interconnection points with large content
providers and transit providers, resulting in sustained congestion which has degraded users’
quality of experience because of reduced throughput, increased packet loss, increased delay,
and increased jitter.

In some countries, including the United States, there has been an increasing number of
disputes over interconnection between large ISPs, on one side, and large content providers
and transit providers, on the other side. In 2013-2014, a dispute between Comcast and Net-
flix over terms of interconnection went unresolved for a substantial period of time, resulting
in interconnection capacity that was unable to accommodate the increasing Netflix video
traffic. In 2014, Netflix and a few transit providers brought the issue to the attention of the
United States Federal Communications Commission (FCC), which was writing updated net
neutrality regulations. The FCC discussed the dispute in the 2015 Open Internet Order [1].

Both large ISPs and large content providers agree that settlement-free peering is appro-
priate when both sides perceive equal value to the relationship. However, whereas large
content providers assert that carrying their traffic to an interconnection point close to con-
sumers is of value, large ISPs assert that "if the other party is only sending traffic, it is not
contributing something of value to the broadband Internet access service provider".

In 2015, the FCC was concerned about the duration of unresolved interconnection dis-
putes and about the impact of these disputes upon consumers. However, it concluded that
in 2015 it was "premature to draw policy conclusions concerning new paid Internet traffic
exchange arrangements between broadband Internet access service providers and [content]
providers, CDNs, or backbone services." Thus, in 2015 the FCC adopted a case-by-case ap-
proach in which it would monitor interconnection arrangements, hear disputes, and ensure
that ISPs are not engaging in unjust or unreasonable practices. However, in 2018, the FCC
reversed itself and ended its oversight of interconnection arrangement, when it repealed most
of the 2015 net neutrality regulations [2]. It is almost certain that the FCC will revisit the
issue in the next few years.

The goal of this paper is to evaluate the effect of paid peering fees on broadband prices
and consumer surplus. We then evaluate the effect of cost on paid peering. Finally, we
evaluate the effect of number of interconnection points and video traffic localization by the
video streaming provider on ISP direct peering cost. Our principal approach is to model
the interaction between an ISP and its subscribers, and between an ISP and large content
provider, as a two-sided market model. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first work
to use a two-sided market model to analyze the effect of paid peering fees on broadband
prices and consumer surplus.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 summarizes the relevant re-
search literature. Section 3 proposes a model of user subscription to broadband service tiers
and to video streaming. We consider a monopoly ISP that offers basic and premium tiers
differentiated by bandwidth and price. To focus on the effect of peering fees, in Section 4
we propose a two-sided model in which a monopoly ISP maximizes its profit by choosing
broadband prices as well as a peering price. In Section 5, we consider the effect of paid
peering on broadband prices as well as ISP profit. In Section 6, we consider the impact of
paid peering on consumer surplus. In Section 7, we show that the peering price depends
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critically on the incremental ISP cost per video streaming subscriber, and that at different
costs it can be negative, zero, or positive.

In Section 8, we develop a cost model in which subscribers are distributed according to
census statistics and the ISP’s network consists of access networks, middle mile networks,
and a backbone. In Section 9, we determine the distances on each portion of an ISP’s
network over which it carries traffic to and from an end user. In Section 10, we analyze
interconnection between a large content provider and an ISP.

2. Research Literature

A few papers examine the effects of interconnection agreements in the Internet backbone
by using two-sided market models.

Kim [3] is concerned with whether an ISP that is vertically integrated with a content
provider may use peering fees to gain advantages over unaffiliated content providers. It
proposes a two-sided market model with one monopoly ISP, one affiliated content provider,
and one unaffiliated content provider. The research problem addressed in Kim [3] differs
from that which we consider here. First, Kim [3] is focused on the effect of a peering price
on competition between content providers, while we focus on the effect on both content
providers and consumers. Second, Kim [3] adopts a game theoretic approach, while we
consider both profit maximization and consumer surplus maximization.

Laffont et al. [4] are concerned with how interconnection fees between a pair of ISPs
affect the allocation of network costs between consumers and content providers. It considers
a two-sided model in which there is perfect competition between two ISPs, each of which
can serve any customer or content provider. Although there are some parallels between
the results of Laffont et al. [4] and the results of our paper, the issues and models are
quite different, since Laffont et al. [4] are concerned with interconnection fees between two
competitive ISPs whereas we are concerned with interconnection fees between a monopoly
ISP and content providers.

Wang et al. [5] are concerned with how interconnection fees between an ISP and con-
tent providers affect ISP profit and consumer surplus. It proposes a two-sided model in
which a monopoly ISP may provide content providers the choice between paid peering and
settlement-free peering and in which the ISP charges consumers an amount proportional to
their monthly usage. Although both Wang et al. [5] and our paper are concerned with the
impact of interconnection fees on both ISP profit and consumer surplus, Wang et al. [5]
are focused primarily on the ISP decision of how much capacity to allocate to paid versus
settlement-free peering, whereas we are focused primarily on the ISP decision of the peering
price.

In addition to these three papers that use two-sided models to examine issues relating to
interconnection, there is a much larger set of papers that use two-sided models to examine
issues relating to net neutrality. Most of these papers are concerned with the impact of
a paid prioritization prohibition on ISP profit and consumer surplus [6–10]. Also, there is
an even larger set of papers that use two-sided models to analyze other aspects of various
telecommunications markets [11–13].
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Finally, there are also some papers that model the benefits and costs of peering between
a CDN and an ISP. Chang et al. [14] propose benefit-based and cost-based frameworks for
interconnection decisions by ISPs. They suggest that large ISPs choose peers based on their
geographic scope and number of customers, and the traffic ratio. Agyapong and Sirbu [15]
examined the relationship between ISPs and CDNs and proposed a model of how routing or
interconnection choices might influence total costs and potential payment flows. However,
neither paper considers the number or location of interconnection points, nor routing.

As a result, the academic literature provides limited insight into how to judge disputes
between ISPs and content providers over interconnection. In 2014, as part of the Federal
Communications Commission’s net neutrality proceeding, some large content providers and
some large ISPs disagreed over the appropriate requirements for settlement-free peering
between content providers and ISPs. For example, Verizon asserted that “[i]f parties exchange
roughly equal amounts of traffic ..., then the parties may exchange traffic on a settlement-
free basis”, but that “when the traffic exchange is not roughly balanced, then the net sending
party typically makes a payment in order to help compensate the net receiving party for its
greater relative costs to handle the other party’s traffic” [16]. In contrast, Netflix asserted
that “[traffic] [r]atio-based charges no longer make economic sense since traffic ratios do not
accurately reflect the value that networks derive from the exchange of traffic” [17].

3. A Model of User Subscription to Broadband and to Video Streaming

Before we can analyze the effect of paid peering on broadband prices, we need a model
of user subscription to broadband service tiers and to video streaming.

3.1. Service offerings
ISPs offer multiple tiers of broadband services, differentiated principally by download

speed. ISPs typically market these broadband service tiers by recommending specific tiers
to consumers who engage in specific types of online activities. For example, Comcast rec-
ommends a lower service tier to consumers who principally use their Internet connection
for email and web browsing, but a higher service tier to consumers who use the Internet
for video streaming. Much of the debate over paid peering concerns consumers who stream
large volumes of video. Thus, we construct here a model that includes two broadband service
tiers: a basic tier with a download speed intended for email, web browsing, and a limited
amount of video streaming; and a premium tier (at a higher price) with a download speed
intended for a substantial amount of video streaming. Although most often ISPs offer more
than two tiers, the majority of customers subscribe to a subset of two tiers, and this two-tier
model is sufficient to separately evaluate the effect of paid peering prices on consumers who
utilize video streaming and on consumers who don’t.

Specifically, we model a single monopoly ISP that offers a basic tier at a monthly price
P b and a premium tier at a monthly price P b + P p. We consider N consumers, each of
whom may subscribe to the basic tier, the premium tier, or neither. We denote user i’s
utility per month from subscription to the basic tier by bi, and user i’s utility per month
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from subscription to the premium tier by bi + pi. We presume that a consumer who gains
significant utility from video streaming subscribes to the premium tier.

To analyze the effect of paid peering prices on broadband prices, we focus on the aggregate
of all video streaming providers that directly interconnect with the ISP and that may pay
(or be paid) a fee for peering with the ISP. We model the aggregate of all plans offered by
these video streaming providers, but to keep the model tractable we consider a single price
of P v per month for the aggregate. We denote user i’s utility per month from subscription
to video streaming providers by vi. Consumer i’s utility from all other content is included
in bi + pi.

Consumers differ in the utilities they place on broadband service tiers and on video
streaming. We assume that the number of consumers N is large.

3.2. Demand functions
Each consumer thus has four choices

Xi ≜


n, do not subscribe
b, subscribe to the basic tier
p, subscribe to the premium tier but not to a video streaming provider
v, subscribe to the premium tier and to a video streaming provider.

(1)

Consumer i’s consumer surplus, defined as utility minus cost, under each choice is thus

CSi(Xi; bi, pi, vi) =


0, Xi = n
bi − P b, Xi = b
bi + pi − P b − P p, Xi = p
bi + pi + vi − P b − P p − P v, Xi = v.

(2)

Each consumer is assumed to maximize consumer surplus. Thus, consumer i adopts the
choice

X∗
i (bi, pi, vi) ≜ argmax

Xi

CSi(Xi; bi, pi, vi), (3)

and earns a corresponding consumer surplus CS∗
i ≜ CSi(X

∗
i ).

Each of the N consumers makes an individual choice per (3). The consumers who choose
to subscribe to the basic tier are those whose utility bi from subscription to the basic tier
exceeds its monthly price P b, whose incremental utility pi from subscription to the premium
tier without subscribing to a video streaming provider falls below the incremental monthly
price P p, and whose incremental utility pi + vi from subscription to the premium tier and
to video streaming falls below the corresponding incremental monthly price P p +P v. Thus,
the demand3 for the basic tier is given by N b(P b, P p, P v).

Similarly, the consumers who choose to subscribe to the premium tier but not to video
streaming are those whose utility bi + pi from subscription to the premium tier exceeds

3Since we model a finite number N of consumers whose utilities are given by a joint probability density
function, this equation, and other similar equations below, give the average demand. However, for simplicity
of presentation, we use the term demand.
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its monthly price P b + P p, whose incremental utility pi from subscription to the premium
tier without subscribing to video streaming exceeds the incremental monthly price P p, and
whose incremental utility vi from subscription to video falls below the incremental monthly
price P v. Thus, the number of consumers who subscribe to the premium tier but who do
not subscribe to video streaming is given by Np(P b, P p, P v).

Finally, the consumers who choose to subscribe to both the premium tier and video
streaming are those whose utility bi + pi + vi from subscription to both services exceeds the
combined cost P b + P p + P v, whose incremental utility pi + vi from subscription to only
the basic tier exceeds the corresponding incremental price P p + P v, and whose incremental
utility vi from subscription to video streaming falls exceeds the incremental monthly price
P v. Thus, the demand for video streaming is given by N v(P b, P p, P v).

The demand for the premium tier is Np +N v, the sum of the demands for the premium
tier without and with a subscription to the streaming video provider.

3.3. Consumer surplus
The aggregate consumer surplus will be an important quantity to consider in our de-

liberations below. Given a set of prices, the aggregate consumer surplus of subscribers to
the basic tier is CSb(P b, P p, P v). Similarly, the aggregate consumer surplus of consumers
who subscribe to the premium tier but not to video streaming is CSp(P b, P p, P v) and the
aggregate consumer surplus of consumers who subscribe to both the premium tier and video
steaming is CSv(P b, P p, P v).

The aggregate consumer surplus over all consumers is defined as

CS(P b, P p, P v) ≜ CSb(P b, P p, P v) + CSp(P b, P p, P v) + CSv(P b, P p, P v) (4)

3.4. Profits
We assume that the ISP incurs a monthly marginal cost Cb per basic tier subscriber. The

ISP marginal profit per basic tier subscriber is thus P b−Cb. We assume that the ISP incurs
a monthly marginal cost Cb + Cp per premium tier subscriber who does not also subscribe
to video streaming. The ISP marginal profit per such broadband service tier subscriber is
thus P b + P p − Cb − Cp. We also assume that the capacity is fixed in our model.

The marginal cost to an ISP associated with video streaming is at the core of the debate
over paid peering, and thus we must be careful in its formulation. Here, we have assumed
that only premium tier subscribers engage in a substantial amount of video streaming,
consistent with ISP marketing of their service tiers. We have further divided premium tier
subscribers according to whether they also subscribe to video streaming services that have
direct interconnection with the ISP.

For generality, we thus associate an ISP monthly marginal cost Cb +CP +Cd per video
streaming subscriber, where the d denotes direct interconnection. The incremental ISP cost
Cd per video streaming subscriber may be negative, zero, or positive. It is critical to note
that this incremental cost is not that of the interconnection point itself between the ISP and
each video streaming provider, as the cost of the interconnection point itself is negligible.
However, there are several variables that may affect the incremental ISP cost per video
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streaming subscriber. First, video streaming subscribers receive substantially more traffic
per month than premium tier subscribers who don’t subscribe to video streaming. Second,
when a content provider switches from indirect interconnection through a transit provider to
an ISP to direct interconnection with the ISP, the location of the interconnection point may
change. This change in the location of the interconnection point may result in either shorter
or longer paths on the ISP’s network from the interconnection point to the subscriber, and
thus either a lower or higher incremental ISP cost per video streaming subscriber.

We also consider a peering price of P d per video streaming subscriber for direct intercon-
nection between the ISP and video streaming providers. This price may be positive if the ISP
charges video streaming providers for direct interconnection, negative if the video streaming
providers charge the ISP for direct interconnection, or zero if the peering is settlement-free.

The ISP marginal profit per video streaming subscriber is P b+P p+P d−Cb−Cp−Cd.
The total ISP profit (excluding fixed costs)4 is thus

πISP (P b, P p, P d, P v) = (P b−Cb)N b+(P b+P p−Cb−Cp)Np+(P b+P p+P d−Cb−Cp−Cd)N v.
(5)

We assume that the video streaming providers incur a monthly marginal cost Cv per
subscriber. The aggregate video streaming provider marginal profit per subscriber is thus
P v − Cv − P d, and their total profit (excluding fixed costs)5 is

πV SP (P b, P p, P d, P v) = (P v − Cv − P d)N v. (6)

4. A Two-Sided Model for ISP Profit Maximization

The previous section presented a model for consumer demand for broadband and video
streaming, resulting in the demand functions, the corresponding aggregate consumer surplus,
and the corresponding ISP and video streaming provider profits (5-6). In this section, we
formulate a two-sided model of how the prices are determined.

4.1. Analytical model
There are a number of options for modeling how the broadband service tier prices (P b

and P p), the video streaming price (P v), and the peering price (P d) are determined.
Throughout the paper, we presume that the ISP has no significant competition for broad-

band service at acceptable speeds within the footprint of its service territory. Thus, we
assume that the ISP determines its broadband service tier prices (P b and P p) to maximize
its profit.

A key question, critical to this analysis, is how the peering price (P d) is determined. Once
a subscriber chooses an ISP, the ISP has a monopoly on the transport of traffic within the
ISP’s access network that the customer resides in. In contrast, there may be a competitive
market for the transport of Internet traffic across core networks. In this section, we assume

4Throughout the paper, ISP profit excludes fixed costs.
5Throughout the paper, aggregate video streaming profit excludes fixed costs.
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that the location of direct interconnection between the ISP and each video streaming provider
is close enough to the consumers so that all of the transport from the interconnection point
to the consumers falls within the ISP’s access network. Correspondingly, we assume that
the ISP has the market power to determine the peering price (P d) and that it sets this price
to maximize its profit.

The ISP thus chooses the broadband service tier prices (P b and P p) and the peering
price (P d) to maximize its profit, namely

(P b
ISP , P

p
ISP , P

d
ISP ) = arg max

(P b,P v ,P d)
πISP (P b, P p, P d, P v) (7)

In contrast, we assume that the market determines the aggregate video streaming price,
excluding paid peering fees, when there is no regulation of prices. We denote the aggregate
video streaming price, excluding paid peering fees, by P v

0 . We presume that an ISP charging
peering prices would likely charge them to both directly interconnected content providers and
directly interconnected transit providers. We further presume that transit providers would
pass peering prices through to their customers. As a consequence, we foresee that peering
prices would be paid by all large video service providers selling to the ISP’s customers.
An open question is whether the video streaming providers can pass through any peering
price (P d) to their customers by adding it to their video streaming prices. We denote the
pass-through rate of the peering fee by 0 < α ≤ 1:

P v(P d) = P v
0 + αP d (8)

Equations (7-8) set up a two-sided model in which the ISP earns revenue from both its
customers and video service providers (if P d > 0). The combination of the two equations
captures the inter-dependencies between the ISP, the video services providers, and the con-
sumers. The ISP-determined peering price (P d), along with the pass-through rate (α), leads
to an aggregate video streaming price (P v). The ISP-determined broadband service tier
prices (P b and P p), along with the aggregate video streaming price (P v), lead to demands
for each broadband service tier (N b and Np + N v) and for video streaming services (N v).
These demands in turn affect how the ISP sets each of the prices.

Since the aggregate video service price (P v) is solely determined by (8), we can represent
the ISP’s profit as a function of three variables rather than four:

(P b
ISP , P

p
ISP , P

d
ISP ) = arg max

(P b,P v ,P d)
πISP (P b, P p, P d, P v

0 + αP d) (9)

4.2. Numerical parameters
This two-sided model is somewhat amenable to closed-form analysis. However, we find

it useful to also examine the model under a set of realistically chosen parameters. We set
out those parameters in this subsection.

The joint probability density function of user utilities for the basic tier, the premium
tier, and video streaming is represented by fB,P,V (b, p, v). For numerical evaluation, we
assume that each utility is independent and has a Normal distribution: B ∼ N (µb, σ

2
b ), P ∼
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N (µp, σ
2
p), V ∼ N (µv, σ

2
v). We need to determine numerical values for the means and

variances.
The ISP incurs a monthly marginal cost of Cb per subscriber, a monthly marginal cost

of Cp per premium tier subscriber, and an incremental ISP cost Cd per video streaming
subscriber. We need to determine numerical values for these three costs.

Unfortunately, direct information about user utilities and ISP costs is scarce. Instead, we
choose numerical values for user utilities and ISP costs indirectly using available information
about demand and prices in the United States.

There are several sets of publicly available statistics about broadband prices and subscrip-
tions [18, 19]. While the set of statistics differ, they show that roughly 75% of households
in the United States subscribe to fixed broadband service. Hence, we wish to choose nu-
merical values for user utilities and ISP costs so that, at the ISP profit-maximizing prices,
(N b+Np+N v)/N = 0.75. For each ISP, the statistics show that subscribers predominately
choose among two service tiers, which we map to the basic and premium tiers modeled
above, with roughly 2/3 of subscribers choosing the premium tier. Hence, we wish to choose
numerical values for user utilities and ISP costs so that, at the ISP profit-maximizing prices,
N b/N = (0.75)(1/3) = 0.25 and (Np+N v)/N = (0.75)(2/3) = 0.50. Moreover, the statistics
also reveal that the price of the lower of the two popular tiers is roughly $50 per month,
and the price of higher of the two popular tiers is roughly $70 per month. Hence, we wish
to choose numerical values for user utilities and ISP costs so that the ISP profit-maximizing
prices are P b = $50.00 and P p = $20.00.

According to [20], Americans subscribe to an average of three paid video streaming
providers. There are also several sets of publicly available statistics about video streaming
prices and subscriptions [21, 22]. While the set of statistics differ, they show that roughly
50% of households in the United States that subscribe to fixed broadband service also
subscribe to at least two video streaming services. Hence, we wish to choose numerical
values for user utilities and ISP costs so that, at the ISP profit-maximizing prices, N v/N =
(0.75)(0.5) = 0.375.

There is even less information about the variance of user utilities, or correspondingly
about the elasticity of demand. We choose σb = µb/4, σp = µp/4, and σv = µv/4, which
results in reasonably wide distributions.6

From these statistics, we can generate targets for the ISP profit-maximizing broadband
prices P b and P p, and for the demands N b, Np, and N v at these prices. We cannot, however,
use these statistics to generate a target for the ISP profit-maximizing peering fee P d, since
information about these fees is scarce. Instead, we estimate the incremental ISP cost Cd per
video streaming subscriber. Unfortunately, we know very little about ISP network costs.
We obtain a target of Cd = $3.00 per month per video subscriber. That said, later in this
paper, we will consider a wide range of values of Cd.

This now gives us six target values (P b, P p, N b, Np, N v, and Cd) to determine the six
desired parameters (µb, µp, µv, Cb, Cp, and P d). We can use the three equations for demand
and the ISP profit maximization equation (9) to determine these six desired parameters.

6The results below are not very sensitive to these choices.
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The result is: µb ≈ $56.12, µp ≈ $18.91, µv ≈ $27.67, Cb ≈ $16.50, Cp ≈ $19.00, and
P d ≈ $4.59. In addition, we assume the aggregate video streaming price P v

0 = $21.58, based
on the aggregate price of the three most popular video streaming services.7 In addition,
although we consider any pass-through rate of the paid peering fee (0 < α ≤ 1), in the
numerical results below we use α = 1.

We use these parameters in the remainder of the paper except as noted.

5. The Effect of Paid Peering on Prices

We now consider the effect of paid peering on broadband prices. ISPs assert that paid
peering revenue is offset by lower broadband prices, and that ISP profits remain unchanged.
Content providers assert that peering prices do not result in lower broadband prices, but
simply increase ISP profits. The goal is this section is to evaluate these assertions.

With an understanding of how the ISP sets the prices (P b
ISP , P

p
ISP , P

d
ISP ), we can now

evaluate the impact of the peering price P d upon the broadband prices P b and P p.
As we did in the previous section, we assume that the video streaming price P v is set

by (8). However, whereas in (9) the ISP sets the peering price P d to maximize profit, in
this section we make the peering price P d an independent variable so that we can judge its
impact on other prices.

Given a specified peering price P d
reg, the ISP is assumed to choose the tier prices P b and

P p so as to maximize profit, namely

(P b
reg, P

p
reg) = arg max

(P b,P p)
πISP (P b, P p, P d

reg, P
v
0 + αP d

reg). (10)

The ISP chosen prices (P b
reg, P

p
reg) are a function of the independently set price P d

reg. The
video streaming price P v is also a function of P d

reg.
Figure 1 shows the prices of both broadband tiers and the aggregate video streaming

price as a function of the independently chosen peering fee P d
reg.

We initially compare prices and profits in the case in which the ISP chooses the peering
price to maximize profit (P d = $4.59) to the case in which settlement-free peering is used
(i.e., P d = $0). We start at the profit-maximizing peering price P d = $4.59 and consider a
small decrease. If the ISP did not change the prices for the broadband tiers (which it will),
then a small decrease in the peering price would result in a small decrease in demand for the
basic tier, a small decrease in demand for the premium tier without video streaming, and a
small increase in demand for the premium tier with video streaming.

However, the ISP now has the motivation to modify the broadband tier prices. The
decrease in the peering price results in a decrease in the aggregate price of video streaming.
As a consequence, the ISP will recoup most of the decreased peering price by increasing the
incremental price for the premium tier P p. It does not, however, change the basic tier price
P b by much at all, since increasing the premium tier price results in some users downgrading

7The sum of the advertised prices of the lowest price plans for Netflix, Hulu/Disney+, and HBO Max is
$26.17[23–26]. From this sum, we subtract the peering fee P d = $4.59.
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Figure 2: Effect of Peering Fee on Demand (Percent-
age to Total)

to the basic tier, which more than offsets those who would otherwise upgrade from the basic
tier to the premium tier to take advantage of lower video streaming prices. The signs of
these trade-offs remain the same in the entire range from P d = $4.59 to P d = $0.

Figure 2 shows the corresponding demands for each broadband tier and for video stream-
ing. Again, we start at the profit-maximizing peering price P d = $4.59 and consider a small
decrease. The ISP’s increase in the premium tier price drives some consumers who subscribe
to the premium tier but not to video streaming to downgrade to the basic tier. However,
the total price for the premium tier and video streaming, P b +P p +P v, decreases, and thus
some consumers who subscribe to the premium tier but not to video streaming now choose
to start subscribing to video streaming.

Figure 3 shows the corresponding ISP profit and aggregate video streaming provider
profit. Again, we start at the profit-maximizing peering price P d = $4.59 and consider a
small decrease. The ISP’s profit from the video streaming subscribers increases because
the demand N v increases and the price per subscriber P b + P p increases. The ISP’s profit
from premium tier subscribers without video streaming decreases, because the demand Np

decreases more than the price P b + P p increases. Finally, the ISP’s profit from basic tier
subscribers increases, because the demand N b increases while the price P b remains virtually
unchanged.

We can now evaluate the stakeholder claims about the effect of paid peering on broadband
prices and ISP profits. Recall that ISPs assert that paid peering revenue is offset by lower
broadband prices, whereas content providers assert that peering prices do not result in lower
broadband prices. We find that the basic tier price P b is almost the same in the case in
which the ISP chooses the peering price to maximize profit (P d = $4.59) as in the case in
which settlement-free peering is used (P d = $0). We also find that the premium tier price
P b+P p decreases by $3.98 (from $73.98 to $70.00) if we change from settlement-free peering
(P d = $0) to paid peering (P d = $4.59), but the aggregate video streaming price increases
by $4.60 (from $21.59 to $26.19). Thus, to the extent that ISPs assert that paid peering
reduces the price of the basic tier, we disagree. Paid peering should be expected to reduce
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Figure 3: Effect of Peering Fee on Profit of ISP and
Video Streaming Provider

the price of the premium tier, but this reduction in broadband price is more than offset by
an increase in video streaming prices.

Recall that ISPs assert that their profits are unaffected by peering fees, whereas content
providers assert that peering fees increase ISP profits. We find that the ISP profit increases
by 0.8% if we change from settlement-free peering (P d = $0) to paid peering (P d = $4.59).
However, the larger effect is on aggregate video streaming profit, which decreases by 18%.

6. The Effect of Paid Peering on Aggregate Consumer Surplus

In this section, we turn to the impact of paid peering on consumer surplus. ISPs as-
sert that paid peering fees increase aggregate consumer surplus because they eliminate an
inherent subsidy of consumers with high video streaming use by consumers without such
use. Content providers assert that paid peering fees decrease aggregate consumer surplus
because they are passed onto consumers through higher video streaming prices without a
corresponding reduction in broadband prices.

A portion of these assertions was addressed in the previous section. We now know that
when an ISP sets peering prices so as to maximize profit, it sets those prices to be positive.
Compared to settlement-free peering, positive peering prices result in reduced premium tier
prices. Directly connected video streaming providers increase their prices to compensate.
However, the ISP only passes onto its customers a portion of the paid peering revenue.

However, this leaves unanswered the question of the impact on aggregate consumer sur-
plus. It also leaves unanswered the question of what value of peering price maximizes
aggregate consumer surplus. We attempt to answer those questions now.

We consider the peering price P d to be an independent variable set by a regulator. The
aggregate consumer surplus CS(P b

CSreg
, P p

CSreg
, P v) is a function of P d. The regulator is

presumed to set the peering price P d so that it maximizes aggregate consumer surplus:

(P b
CSreg

, P p
CSreg

) = argmax(P b,P p) π
ISP (P b, P p, P d

CSreg
, P v

0 + αP d
CSreg

)

P d
CSreg

= argmaxP d CS(P b
CSreg

(P d), P p
CSreg

(P d), P d, P v
0 + αP d).

(11)
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Figure 5: Effect of Peering Fee on Consumer Surplus
with Different Services

Equation (11) determines the resulting aggregate consumer surplus maximizing value of the
peering price P d, as well as the resulting broadband prices P b and P p and video streaming
price P v.

Figure 4 shows the incremental consumer surplus as a function of the regulator chosen
peering price P d. The incremental consumer surplus is defined as the difference between
the aggregate consumer surplus at the regulator chosen peering price P d and at the peering
price that maximizes ISP profit (P d

ISP ).
Aggregate consumer surplus is a uni-modal function of the peering price. We find that

the peering price that maximizes consumer surplus is P d
CSreg

= $2.34. This is substantially
less than the peering price that maximizes ISP profit (P d

ISP=$4.59). At peering prices lower
than $2.34, aggregate consumer surplus decreases principally because the premium tier price
is too high, and this decreases the surplus of premium tier subscribers. At peering prices
higher than $2.34, aggregate consumer surplus decreases principally because the price of
video streaming is too high, and this decreases the surplus of video streaming subscribers.

To understand why, we need to revisit the impact of the peering price on broadband tier
prices and demand, and how these changes in price and demand affect aggregate consumer
surplus. We compare prices and demands in the case in which the ISP chooses the peering
price to maximize profit (P d

ISP = $4.59) to the case in which the regulator chooses the
peering price to maximize aggregate consumer surplus (P d

CSreg
= $2.34).

As we discussed in the previous section, a reduction in the peering price below that
which maximizes ISP profit results in lower aggregate video streaming prices and increased
premium tier prices. However, the amount of the increase in the premium tier price is less
than the amount of the decrease in the aggregate video streaming price. Thus, the price of
the premium tier with video streaming (P b + P p + P v) decreases. These changes in prices
cause some premium tier subscribers without video streaming to downgrade to the basic
tier, and some to start subscribing to video streaming.

These changes in prices and demand affect aggregate consumer surplus. Figure 5 shows
the aggregate consumer surplus of all subscribers to the basic tier, to the premium tier
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without video streaming, and to the premium tier with video streaming. A reduction in the
peering price below that which maximizes ISP profit results in increased demand for the basic
tier, but with basic tier prices virtually unchanged. The result is that the aggregate consumer
surplus of basic tier subscribers increases. A reduction in the peering price also results in
increased premium tier prices and decreased demand for the premium tier without video
streaming. The result is that the aggregate consumer surplus of premium tier subscribers
without video streaming decreases. Finally, a reduction in the peering price results in
decreased prices of the premium tier with video streaming and increased demand. The result
is that the aggregate consumer surplus of premium tier subscribers with video streaming
increases. The aggregate consumer surplus is the sum of these three. As the peering price
decreases from the price that maximizes ISP profit (P d

ISP=$4.59) to the price that maximizes
consumer surplus (P d

CSreg
= $2.34), the increase in the aggregate consumer surplus of basic

tier subscribers and premium tier subscribers with video streaming dominates the decrease
in the aggregate consumer surplus of premium tier subscribers without video streaming.
However, at peering prices below the price that maximizes consumer surplus (P d

CSreg
=

$2.34), the opposite is true.
We can now evaluate the stakeholder claims about the effect of paid peering on consumer

surplus. Recall that ISPs assert that paid peering fees increase aggregate consumer surplus
whereas content providers assert that they decrease aggregate consumer surplus. The peering
price that maximizes aggregate consumer surplus is below the price that maximizes ISP
profit. Using our numerical parameters, we found that the peering price that maximizes
aggregate consumer surplus is P d

CSreg
= $2.34, whereas if unregulated the ISP would choose

P d
ISP = $4.59. Furthermore, we found that aggregate consumer surplus is $1.65M higher at

the peering price that maximizes aggregate consumer surplus than at the peering price that
maximizes ISP profit. However, we also found that when the incremental ISP cost per video
streaming subscriber is Cd = $3.00, aggregate consumer surplus is $1.33M higher at the
peering price that maximizes aggregate consumer surplus than at settlement-free peering
(P d = $0). Thus, neither settlement-free peering nor paid peering with an ISP-determined
price maximizes consumer surplus.

7. The Effect of the Incremental ISP Cost Cd Per Video Streaming Subscriber

The peering price that maximizes aggregate consumer surplus depends critically on the
incremental ISP cost Cd per video streaming subscriber. Without knowledge of this cost, we
cannot say whether the peering price that maximizes aggregate consumer surplus is negative,
zero, or positive. In this section, we consider how the incremental ISP cost Cd per video
streaming subscriber affects the results in this paper. For each value of Cd, we determine
the numerical parameters (µb, µp, µv, Cb, Cp, and P d) using the method discussed in Section
4.2. This analysis is thus a study of the impact of the unknown value of Cd, given fixed
values for the observed known parameters.

Figure 6 shows the peering prices that maximize ISP profit and aggregate consumer
surplus as a function of the incremental ISP cost Cd per video streaming subscriber.Thus,
not only does Cd direct affect the peering prices, it also indirectly affects all prices and
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Video Streaming Subscriber on the Incremental Con-
sumer Surplus

demands. The peering price that maximizes aggregate consumer surplus, P d
CSreg

, increases
nearly linearly, from -$1.80 to $2.34 as Cd increases from -$1.12 to $3.00. Notably, it is
positive when Cd > $0.68, but negative at lower values of Cd. Recall that the incremental
ISP cost Cd per video streaming subscriber depends on both the incremental Internet usage
of video streaming subscribers over non-subscribers and the length of the path on the ISP’s
network. As video content providers interconnect with the ISP closer to consumers, the
incremental ISP cost Cd per video streaming subscriber decreases, and may be negative if
the interconnection point is close enough to the consumer. In contrast, if the interconnection
point is far from the consumer, then the incremental Internet usage may dominate and Cd

may be positive.
The peering price that maximizes ISP profit, P d

ISP , increases nearly linearly with the
incremental ISP cost Cd per video streaming subscriber, from $0.00 to $4.59 as Cd increases
from -$1.12 to $3.00. Notably, the incremental ISP profit P d

ISP − Cd per video streaming
subscriber remains positive at all values above Cd = −$1.12, and indeed increases with
higher values of Cd.

The effect on consumers is qualitatively similar, but different in magnitude. When Cd =
$3.00, premium tier subscribers without video streaming would pay $70.00 at the ISP chosen
peering price (P d = $4.59) but $71.69 if the regulator sets the peering price to maximize
consumer surplus (P d = $2.34), and premium tier subscribers with video streaming would
pay $96.19 at the ISP chosen peering price but $95.61 at the regulator chosen peering price.
Thus, regulation of the peering price results in premium tier subscribers without video
streaming paying $1.69 more and in premium tier subscribers with video streaming paying
$0.58 less; however the regulated peering price also increases demand for video streaming
from 37.5% to 42.6%.

When Cd = −$1.12, premium tier subscribers without video streaming would pay $70.00
at the ISP chosen peering price but $71.37 at the regulator chosen peering price, and pre-
mium tier subscribers with video streaming would pay $91.59 at the ISP chosen peering
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price but $91.15 at the regulator chosen peering price. Thus, regulation of the peering price
results in premium tier subscribers without video streaming paying $1.37 more and in pre-
mium tier subscribers with video streaming paying $0.44 less; however the regulated peering
price also increases demand for video streaming from 37.5% to 42.3%.

Finally, we revisit our evaluation of stakeholder claims about broadband prices, ISP
profit, and consumer surplus, under different values of the incremental ISP cost Cd per
video streaming subscriber. If Cd = $3.00, we found that paid peering should be expected
to reduce the price of the premium tier, but this reduction in broadband price is more than
offset by an increase in video streaming prices. At lower values of Cd, paid peering still
should be expected to reduce the price of the premium tier, but less so. Similarly, neither
the change in ISP profit nor the change in video streaming profit is very sensitive to Cd.

If Cd = $3.00, we found that aggregate consumer surplus is $1.65M higher at the peering
price that maximizes aggregate consumer surplus than at the peering price that maximizes
ISP profit, but that aggregate consumer surplus is also $1.33M higher at the peering price
that maximizes aggregate consumer surplus than at settlement-free peering (P d = $0). Fig-
ure 7 shows the incremental consumer surplus, which is the difference between the aggregate
consumer surplus at ISP-chosen peering price and that at the peering price that maximizes
consumer surplus, for various values of Cd. We observe that the incremental consumer sur-
plus is significant at all values of Cd, rising from $1.02M to $1.63M as Cd increases from
-$1.12 to $3.00.

The incremental ISP cost Cd per video streaming subscriber, however, does have a large
impact on the optimal peering price. The peering price that maximizes consumer surplus
is strongly correlated with Cd. At values of Cd > $0.68, settlement-free peering is too
aggressive. and the regulator should limit the peering price to at least $2.00 less than the
ISP-chosen peering price. At negative values of Cd, settlement-free peering is too timid, and
the ISP should pay content providers for paid peering at locations so close to the consumers.
At small positive values of Cd (0 < Cd < $0.68), the ISP bears a cost, but the peering price
that maximizes consumer surplus is negative; we turn to this issue next.

8. Cost Model

In this section, we develop a cost model that will enable our analysis of effect of number
of interconnection points and traffic localization by video streaming provider on incremental
ISP cost Cd. Thus, our model focuses on the characteristics that we believe are most critical
to this analysis, and abstracts other less critical characteristics.

Our model is designed to reflect key characteristics of the United States. An ISP is
assumed to serve the contiguous United States. We consider the geographic locations of the
largest interconnection points (IXPs) in the United States. The network is partitioned into
a backbone network, middle mile networks, and access networks. Middle mile and access
networks are modeled based on U.S. counties. The density of the population is drawn from
U.S. census statistics. Traffic matrices are built using these assumptions.

Subsection 8.1 introduces the topology of an ISP’s U.S. network. Subsection 8.2 develops
the traffic matrices over this network.
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Table 1: The largest IXPs at which some ISPs interconnect
Table 1

List of Major 
U.S. IXPs 

Comcast Charter AT&T Verizon Cox Latitude Longitude

Ashburn √ √ √ √ √ 39.0438˚ N 77.4874˚ W

Chicago √ √ √ √ √ 41.8781˚ N 87.6298˚ W

Dallas √ √ √ √ √ 32.7767˚ N 96.7970˚ W

San Jose √ √ √ √ √ 37.3382˚ N 121.8863˚ W

Los Angeles √ √ √ √ √ 34.0522˚ N 118.2437˚ W

New York √ √ √ √ 40.7128˚ N 74.0060˚ W

Seattle √ √ √ √ 47.6062˚ N 122.3321˚ W

Miami √ √ √ 25.7617˚ N 80.1918˚ W

Atlanta √ √ √ √ 33.7490˚ N 84.3880˚ W

Denver √ √ √ 39.7392˚ N 104.9903˚ W

Boston √ √ 42.3601˚ N 71.0589˚ W

Minneapolis √ 44.9778˚ N 93.2650˚ W

�1

8.1. Topology
The topology of an ISP’s U.S. network consists of a model of the ISP’s service territory,

the location of IXPs, and a model of segments of the network.

8.1.1. Service Territory
While most ISPs do not offer residential broadband Internet access service over the

entire contiguous United States, we see little in their settlement-free peering policies that
are specific to their service territory, other than that a subset of the IXPs at which they peer
are concentrated near their service territory. Thus we focus on a single ISP whose service
territory covers the contiguous United States.

The ISP’s service region is modeled as the contiguous United States using geographical
data of its boundaries.

8.1.2. Location of IXPs
We focus on the interconnection between the ISP and video streaming providers. We use

the geographic locations of the M = 12 largest IXPs in the United States, listed in Table
1 [27–29]. We note that the largest ISPs in the United States (Comcast, Charter, AT&T,
and Verizon) each interconnect at a minimum of 9 of these 12 IXPs, although a smaller ISP
(Cox) interconnects at fewer IXPs; see Table 1.

8.1.3. Middle Mile Networks and Access Networks
We model the ISP’s network as partitioned into a single backbone network, multiple

middle mile networks, and multiple access networks. We model each access network as
spanning a single U.S. county. While we recognize that the geographical sizes and topologies
of access networks differ widely, this assumption will not significantly affect the results in
this paper, since differences in network costs between various forms of peering depend more
critically on the number of interconnection points than on the topologies of access networks.
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Interconnection Points

Figure 8: Topology of an ISP’s network

The locations of the geographical center of access networks are assigned to be the lon-
gitudes and latitudes of the center of each county in the contiguous United States [30]. A
middle mile link is assumed to run from the geographical center of each access network to
the closest IXP.

We consider an ISP and the video streaming provider that agree to interconnect at N
IXPs. Each geographical region consists of the union of access networks for which the closest
IXP at which the ISP and the video streaming provider agree to peer.

Figure 8 roughly illustrates these regions when the ISP and the video streaming provider
agree to interconnect all 12 IXPs.8

8.2. Traffic Matrices
We now turn to modeling the traffic matrices over the ISP’s network. A traffic matrix

represents the volume of traffic between all pairs of sources and destinations.

8.2.1. Distribution of Sources and End Users
The locations of end users of the ISP are represented by a probability distribution over

the ISP’s service territory. We decompose this distribution into (a) a distribution of the
number of end users in each access network and (b) for each access network, the distribution
of end users within the access network.

We denote the probability that an end user resides within access network j by P (j). We
assume that end users are distributed across access networks according to the population
of the county associated with the access network. We denote the population of the county
associated with access network j by pj, and we denote by p =

∑
j p(j) the population of

the contiguous United States. We assign these values using U.S. census data [31]. It follows

8In the figure, the partition of the regions is only roughly illustrated. More precisely, they should follow
county boundaries.
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that P (j) = pj/p. We further assume that end users are uniformly distributed within each
access network.

We focus here on downstream traffic that originates outside the ISP’s network and ter-
minates at an end user on the ISP’s network. Denote the source’s location by S and the end
user by U . The source S may be at an IXP at which the content provider has a server. We
consider the interconnection between the ISP and a content provider.

We assume that the distribution of the source S is identical to the distribution of end
users U , which is jointly given by {P (j)} and the uniform distribution of end users within
each access network. We assume that the source S and the end user U are independent.

In the analysis below, we distinguish between several points along traffic routes. We
continue to focus on downstream traffic that originates outside the ISP’s network and ter-
minates at an end user on the ISP’s network. Along the route from the source S to the end
user U , denote the location of the IXP at which downstream traffic enters the ISP’s network
by IXP p

down and the location of the IXP closest to the end user by IXP u.

9. Traffic-sensitive Costs

Although we know that an ISP’s traffic-sensitive cost is a complicated function of the
topology of the network, to make the analysis tractable, we abstract the network geographi-
cally into three non-overlapping sections: backbone, middle mile, and access. We define the
backbone network as the set of links between IXPs. We define the middle mile networks as
the set of links between the geographical center of each access network and the closest IXP.
We define the access networks as the set of links that connect the middle mile networks to
end users.

In this section, we first determine the distances on each portion of its network that an
ISP carries traffic from a source to an end user. We next calculate the average distance
using the traffic matrices above. Finally, we model the traffic-sensitive cost associated with
carrying the traffic over these average distances.

9.1. Distances
For downstream traffic, the distance from S to U on the ISP’s backbone network is a

function of the location of the IXP at which downstream traffic enters the ISP’s network
(IXP p

down) and the location of the IXP closest to the end user (IXP u). Denote the distance
on the ISP’s backbone network between these two IXPs by Db(IXP p

down, IXP u), the distance
between IXP p

down and IXP u.
The distance from S to U on the ISP’s middle mile network is a function of the location

of the IXP closest to the end user (IXP u) and the location of the access network on which U
resides. Denote the distance on the ISP’s middle mile network between these two locations
by Dm(IXP u, U), the distance between the IXP closest to the end user (IXP u) and the
location of the geographical center of access network on which U resides.

The distance from S to U on the ISP’s access network is a function of the location of the
end user. Denote the distance on the ISP’s access network by Da(U), the distance between
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the location of the end user (U) and the geographical center of access network on which U
resides. The distance can be determined by the location of U within the access network.

All distances in the our model are great-circle distances between the corresponding points
on a sphere, and are calculated using the Haversine formula.

9.2. Average Distances
An ISP’s traffic-sensitive cost depends on the average distance of traffic on each segment

of its network. As discussed above, the distances on each section of the ISP’s network depend
on the joint distribution of (IXP p, IXP u, U).

We continue to focus on downstream traffic that originates outside the ISP’s network
and terminates at an end user on the ISP’s network. The distance on the ISP’s backbone
network is a function of (IXP p

down, IXP u).
When hot potato routing is used, the IXP at which downstream traffic enters the ISP’s

network (IXP p
down) is independent of the end user and thus independent of the IXP closest to

the end user (IXP u). The IXP at which downstream traffic enters the ISP’s network depends
on the localization policy and the IXPs at which they agree to interconnect. Consider an
ISP and an content provider that agree to interconnect at N IXPs. The average distance on
the ISP’s backbone network (EDb,hot

down) is the average distance between the IXPs at which
downstream traffic enter the ISP’s network (IXP p

down) and the IXPs closest to the end user
(IXP u). The probability distribution of IXP u is determined by the population of each
corresponding region.

The distance on the ISP’s middle mile network is a function of (IXP u, U). It is indepen-
dent of the routing policy, and the average distance (EDm) is the average distance between
the IXPs closest to the end user and the center of the access network on which the end user
resides.

The distance on the ISP’s access network is a function of U . It is also independent of the
routing policy. Since end users are uniformly distributed within each access network, but
not between access networks, the average distance (EDa) is the weighted average of average
distances within each access network.

9.3. Cost
The ISP incurs a traffic-sensitive cost for carrying traffic over the average distances

calculated in the previous subsection. We consider here only traffic-sensitive costs, because
non-traffic-sensitive costs do not vary with routing policies or the number of interconnection
points.9

Traffic-sensitive costs are a function of both distance and traffic volume. We assume here
that traffic-sensitive costs are linearly proportional to the average distance over which the
traffic is carried on each portion of the ISP’s network, see e.g., [32]. We also assume that
traffic-sensitive costs are linearly proportional to the average volume of traffic that an ISP
carries on each portion of its network. Although the cost might be an increasing concave

9There is a small cost for each interconnection point; however, this cost is relatively small compared to
transportation costs.
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function of traffic volume (or a piecewise constant function), the linear model will suffice for
our analysis.

We model the cost per unit distance and per unit volume differently on the backbone
network, the middle mile networks, and the access networks. Denote the cost per unit
distance and per unit volume in the backbone network by cb, the cost per unit distance and
per unit volume in the middle mile networks by cm, and the cost per unit distance and per
unit volume in the access network by ca. Denote the volume of traffic by V . The ISP’s
traffic-sensitive cost is thus V

(
cbEDb + cmEDm + caEDa

)
.

Given a fixed source-destination traffic matrix, the average distance across the ISP’s
access networks is constant. In addition, the average distance across the ISP’s middle mile
networks is constant, once we fix M = 12, since the IXPs at which the parties agree to peer
do not affect the middle mile. The variable portion of the ISP’s traffic-sensitive cost is thus
only C = cbEDbV

Below we consider the effect on the variable traffic-sensitive cost (C) of changes in the
number of IXPs at which peering occurs and localization policies, for constant cb. (In the
remainder of the paper, we use the term cost to refer to the variable traffic-sensitive cost.)
We will find that changes in the number of IXPs at which peering occurs and routing policies
affect EDb.

10. Peering between a content provider and an ISP

There have been an increasing number of disputes over interconnection between large
ISPs, on one side, and large content providers and transit providers, on the other side.
In 2013-2014, a dispute between Comcast and Netflix over terms of interconnection went
unresolved for a substantial period of time, resulting in interconnection capacity that was
unable to accommodate the increasing Netflix video traffic. In 2014, Netflix and a few
transit providers brought the issue to the attention of the United States Federal Commu-
nications Commission (FCC), which was writing updated net neutrality regulations. The
FCC discussed the dispute in the 2015 Open Internet Order [1].

The FCC first summarized the arguments of large content providers and transit providers.
It noted that "[content] providers argue that they are covering the costs of carrying [their]
traffic through the network, bringing it to the gateway of the Internet access service". Large
content providers and transit providers argued that they should be entitled to settlement-free
peering if the interconnection point is sufficiently close to consumers. The lack of willingness
of large ISPs to offer settlement-free peering with large content providers, and to augment
the capacity of existing interconnection points with transit providers with which they had
settlement-free peering agreements, had led to the impasse. The FCC noted that "[s]ome
[content] and transit providers assert that large [ISPs] are creating artificial congestion by
refusing to upgrade interconnection capacity ... for settlement-free peers or CDNs, thus
forcing [content] providers and CDNs to agree to paid peering arrangements."

The FCC then summarized the arguments of large ISPs. It noted that "large broadband
Internet access service providers assert that [content] providers such as Netflix are imposing
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a cost on broadband Internet access service providers who must constantly upgrade infras-
tructure to keep up with the demand". The large ISPs explained that the network upgrades
include adding capacity in the middle mile and access networks. The FCC noted that the
large ISPs asserted that if they absorb these costs, then the ISPs would recoup these costs
by increasing the prices for all subscribers, and that the large ISPs argued that "this is
unfair to subscribers who do not use the services, like Netflix, that are driving the need for
additional capacity".

Both large ISPs and large content providers agree that settlement-free peering is appro-
priate when both sides perceive equal value to the relationship. However, whereas large
content providers assert that carrying their traffic to an interconnection point close to con-
sumers is of value, large ISPs assert that "if the other party is only sending traffic, it is not
contributing something of value to the broadband Internet access service provider".

In 2015, the FCC was concerned about the duration of unresolved interconnection dis-
putes and about the impact of these disputes upon consumers. However, it concluded that
in 2015 it was "premature to draw policy conclusions concerning new paid Internet traffic
exchange arrangements between broadband Internet access service providers and [content]
providers, CDNs, or backbone services." Thus, in 2015 the FCC adopted a case-by-case ap-
proach in which it would monitor interconnection arrangements, hear disputes, and ensure
that ISPs are not engaging in unjust or unreasonable practices. However, in 2018, the FCC
reversed itself and ended its oversight of interconnection arrangements, when it repealed
most of the 2015 net neutrality regulations [2]. It is almost certain that the FCC will revisit
the issue in the next few years.

Large ISPs do not generally have different settlement-free peering policies for content
providers than for ISPs and transit providers. In addition, they have often asserted that
content providers should meet the same requirements on the number of interconnection
points and traffic ratio to qualify for settlement-free peering. However, It is not clear the
degree to which the settlement-free peering requirements should apply to the peering between
the ISP and the content provider. We will show that if a content provider delivers traffic to
the ISP locally, then a requirement to interconnect at a minimum number of interconnection
points is rational, but a limit on the traffic ratio is not rational. We will also show that if
a content provider does not deliver traffic locally, the ISP is unlikely to perceive sufficient
value to offer settlement-free peering.

In this section, we consider a content provider that hosts a content server at each IXP
at which it agrees to peer with an ISP, but that replicates only a portion of this content and
delivers only that portion to the ISP locally.

The ISP network topology remains the same as was presented in Section 8.1, and the
distribution of the location of end users remains the same as was presented in Section 8.2.1.
However, the location of the content is no longer the same as in previous sections. We
assume that, within each access network, a proportion x of requests is served by the content
server located at the IXP closest to the end user at which the content provider and the ISP
agree to peer. We also assume that, within each access network, the remaining proportion
1 − x of requests is served by a content server that is independent of the location of the
end user, and that the distribution of the location of this content server is identical to the
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distribution of end users. We further assume that the content provider uses hot potato
routing for non-locally delivered content.

The ISP’s cost is:

Cpartial
cp = cbVdown

(
xEDb,cold

down + (1− x)EDb,hot
down

)
(12)

The effect of the number of interconnection points at which they agree to peer (N) on
the ISP’s downstream cost is illustrated in figure 9, for various values of the proportion x.

When x = 0, the cost is minimized when N = 1. We conclude an ISP has little incentive
to peer at multiple IXPs with a content provider that does not replicate content and that
uses hot potato routing. This is not surprising, since as we discussed in [33], it is not
rational for an ISP to agree to settlement-free peering with another ISP when the traffic
ratio of downstream to upstream traffic is high.

When x = 1, the cost decreases as the number of IXPs increases. Note that the ISP
has an incentive to increase the number of IXPs at which the two parties peer despite the
fact that the traffic ratio is infinity. However, there is less than a 2% difference in the
cost between N = 9 and N = 12, so this indicates there may be little value in requiring
interconnection at more than 9 IXPs. This comparison indicates that it is likely rational for
an ISP to agree to settlement-free peering with a content provider that replicates its content
at all agreed peering points and delivers all traffic locally, as long as it agrees to interconnect
at a minimum of 9 IXPs. We would thus expect large ISPs to have different settlement-free
peering requirements for such content providers than for ISPs. First, we would expect the
minimum number of interconnection points to be higher for content providers than ISPs.
Second, we would certainly expect there to be no traffic ratio requirements for content
providers. Third, we expect there to be some type of traffic localization requirement.

When x < 0.3, too little of the downstream traffic from the content provider to the ISP
is delivered locally, and as the cost to the ISP increases as the number of IXP increases.
However, when x > 0.3, the ISP benefits from increasing the number of IXPs at which
the two parties agree to peer. We conclude that it is likely rational for an ISP to agree
to settlement-free peering with a content provider that provides partial replication and
delivers that portion locally. We expect that the ISP may require a specified minimum
amount of traffic to be delivered locally. We expect the ISP to require interconnection at a
specified minimum number of interconnection points, although the number may depend on
the amount of traffic delivered locally. However, we certainly expect there to be no traffic
ratio requirements.

11. Conclusion

ISPs and content providers disagree about the effect of paid peering on broadband prices.
ISPs assert that the revenue they generate from paid peering fees is used to lower broadband
prices, whereas content providers assert that paid peering fees increase ISP profit but do
not affect broadband prices.

To address this debate, we modeled a monopoly ISP offering two tiers of service. Con-
sumers decide whether to subscribe to broadband and if so to which tier, and whether to
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subscribe to video streaming services. We considered a two-sided model in which a profit-
maximizing ISP determines broadband prices and the peering price and in which video
streaming providers choose their price based on the peering price. Numerical parameters
were chosen based on public information about broadband and video streaming prices and
subscription.

Our results show that the claims of the ISPs and of the content providers are both
incorrect. When an ISP chooses peering prices, some of the revenue from these fees is used
to decrease the price of the premium tier, but some of the revenue increases ISP profit. In
contrast, when a regulator sets peering prices to maximize consumer surplus, the lower price
stimulates significant additional demand for video streaming.

ISPs and content providers also disagree about the effect of paid peering on consumer
surplus, and ultimately about whether peering prices should be regulated. Our results show
that the peering price that maximizes consumer surplus is lower than the peering price
an ISP would choose. Although an ISP-chosen peering price does eliminate an inherent
subsidy of video streaming (if there is a positive incremental ISP cost per video streaming
subscriber), the ISP-chosen peering price substantially exceeds this incremental cost. As a
result, the ISP-chosen peering price reduces consumer surplus, largely because it reduces
demand for video streaming.

However, it does not follow that settlement-free peering is always the policy that maxi-
mizes consumer surplus. When there is a moderate incremental ISP cost per video streaming
subscriber, the peering price that maximizes consumer surplus is positive, but lower than
the ISP-chosen price. This positive price is beneficial for consumers because the incremental
ISP cost for video streaming is paid by video streaming subscribers. In contrast, if con-
tent providers bring the content closer to consumers, there may be a negative incremental
ISP cost per video streaming subscriber, in which case the peering price that maximizes
consumer surplus is negative. In this situation, the content provider should be entitled to
settlement-free peering, or even to be paid by the ISP.

In order to explain incremental ISP cost per video streaming subscriber, we examined
the effect of the number of interconnection points at which a content provider peers with
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an ISP and video traffic localization on an ISP’s variable traffic-sensitive costs. Large ISPs
often argue that large content providers should meet the same requirements as other ISPs to
qualify for settlement-free peering. If a content provider does not replicate its content and
uses hot potato routing, an ISP is unlikely to perceive sufficient value to offer settlement-free
peering. However, if a content provider does replicate its content, it is rational for an ISP to
agree to settlement-free peering if the content provider agrees to interconnect at a specified
minimum of IXPs and to deliver a specified minimum proportion of traffic locally.
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